
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In early April 2023, microbiologist Kevin McKernan — a former researcher and team leader for the

MIT Human Genome project  — posted a preprint paper  detailing massive DNA contamination in

PFzer’s and Moderna’s bivalent COVID booster shots.  As explained in the abstract:

"Several methods were deployed to assess the nucleic acid composition of four expired

vials of the Moderna and P:zer bivalent mRNA vaccines. Two vials from each vendor were

evaluated ...

Multiple assays support DNA contamination that exceeds the European Medicines Agency

(EMA) 330ng/mg requirement and the FDAs 10ng/dose requirements ..."

The highest level of DNA contamination found was 30%, meaning nearly one-third of the content of

certain vials was plasmid DNA, the presence of which dramatically increases the likelihood of

genomic integration and cancer.

What this means, in plain English, is that the shots could potentially alter your DNA, which is

something vaccine makers, health authorities and fact checkers have vehemently denied and

written off as "impossible." Yet here we are, with inconvenient facts staring us in the face yet again.

Regulatory Agencies Were Aware of the Problem

In a May 20, 2023, Substack article,  McKernan pointed out that regulatory agencies were clearly

aware of this problem early on, as PFzer submitted documents to the European Medicines Agency

(EMA) showing sampled lots had a broad range of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) in them.

The EMA’s limit for dsDNA is 330 nanograms per milligram (ng/mg), and PFzer’s data show

sampled lots had anywhere from 1 ng/mg to 815 ng/mg of DNA. And, according to McKernan,  the

EMA’s limit may be too high to begin with, as "lower limits should be applied if the DNA is packaged

in transfection ready lipid nanoparticles," as they are in the shots.

In a sane regulatory environment, this kind of contamination would have resulted in a massive

recall, considering the known and suspected dangers of dsDNA contaminants. Yet nothing was

done about it.

Since McKernan’s paper was posted, others have conFrmed the presence of dsDNA contaminants

in the COVID shots. To be clear, DNA should not be present in a commercial product that has been

made under good manufacturing practices.

Obviously, PFzer and Moderna have not perfected their commercial process, or have taken

shortcuts they shouldn’t have. As a result, countless millions have been injected with unnecessarily

risky COVID shots.

DNA Contamination ConCrmed

University of South Carolina professor Phillip Buckhaults has since conFrmed the presence of

dsDNA in the COVID shots. September 13, 2023, he testiFed  to this before the South Carolina

Senate Medical Affairs Ad-Hoc Committee on the Department of Health and Environmental Control

(DHEC).

Buckhaults is a molecular biologist and cancer geneticist with extensive experience in DNA

sequencing, and initially set out to debunk McKernan’s claims. To his shock, he replicated

McKernan’s Fndings instead.

In his testimony, he explained how these DNA contaminants can integrate into your genome and

disrupt the function of other genes, either long term or permanently, and may be passed on to

offspring for generations.

He told the senators he was "alarmed about this DNA being in the vaccine," as "there is a very real

hazard" of the dsDNA integrating into a person’s genome and becoming a "permanent Fxture of the

cell" that can result in autoimmune problems and cancers.

Buckhaults suspects high levels of DNA contaminants may also be causing some of the more

serious side effects of the jabs, such as lethal cardiac arrest.  Of the two lots he analyzed, he

found between 5 nanograms and 20 ng of plasmid DNA — ranging from one to 200 base pairs long

— per 300 microliter dose, and he points out that having a multitude of tiny fragments is far riskier

than having one big piece of DNA.

The risk of genome integration by dsDNA has been known for decades,  so the individuals who

decided to allow this contamination to remain cannot claim they didn’t know public health would be

put at risk.

Buckhaults stressed that we need to collect and analyze DNA from various tissues of those who

have received the COVID jabs — at least a few hundred people — to determine whether genomic

integration is taking place, and what changes are occurring.

He also explained how the DNA contamination occurred in the Frst place. In summary, the products

used during the clinical trials and the commercial products were not made in the identical way. The

commercial product grew the modiFed RNA using a mix of DNA plasmid and E. coli, and the DNA

were not properly Fltered out — a clear sign of poor manufacturing processes.
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COVID Shots May Cause Cancer in Several Ways

The presence of DNA isn’t the only way in which the mRNA COVID shots can cause cancer. mRNA

can also reverse transcribe into DNA under the right circumstances. For example, one in vitro

experiment,  published in 2022, demonstrated that the modiFed RNA in the PFzer jab has the

ability to enter human liver cells and reverse transcribe into DNA in as little as six hours post-

exposure. As reported in that peer-reviewed study:

"... a recent study showed that SARS-CoV-2 RNA can be reverse-transcribed and integrated

into the genome of human cells. In this study, we investigated the effect of BNT162b2 on

the human liver cell line Huh7 in vitro. Huh7 cells were exposed to BNT162b2, and

quantitative PCR was performed on RNA extracted from the cells.

We detected high levels of BNT162b2 in Huh7 cells and changes in gene expression of long

interspersed nuclear element-1 (LINE-1), which is an endogenous reverse transcriptase.

Immunohistochemistry using antibody binding to LINE-1 open reading frame-1 RNA-

binding protein (ORFp1) on Huh7 cells treated with BNT162b2 indicated increased nucleus

distribution of LINE-1 ...

Our results indicate a fast up-take of BNT162b2 into human liver cell line Huh7, leading to

changes in LINE-1 expression and distribution. We also show that BNT162b2 mRNA is

reverse transcribed intracellularly into DNA in as fast as 6 h upon BNT162b2 exposure."

COVID Jab mRNA Can Enter the Cell Nucleus

According to a 2022 study,  both the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein and the spike protein mRNA

translocated into the nucleus of infected human cells. According to the authors, "the nuclear

translocation of both S mRNA and S protein reveals a novel pathogenic feature of SARS-CoV-2."

If the spike mRNA in the natural virus (and I use that term loosely, considering SARS-CoV-2 was

most likely manmade) can enter human cells, might the mRNA in the COVID shots do the same?

Probably.

As noted by Buckhaults,  the lipid nanoparticles that the mRNA and DNA fragments are encased in

"facilitate getting the DNA inside the cell — just inside the cell membrane. But once it's in the

cytoplasm, bits of DNA go to the nucleus just by random chance." He told investigative journalist

Maryanne Demasi:

"We do this in the lab all the time. We take pieces of naked DNA, put them in lipofectamine

which is a solution that delivers genetic material into cells, and by magic, some of the

pieces integrate into the cellular DNA, and permanently modi:ed the cells.

I've been doing this since I was a graduate student, so I know that this happens. The only

question is, what is the frequency of this happening across a vaccinated population? ...

IF genome modi:cation is happening, It's just a matter of time before one of these

fragments hits a tumor suppressor gene and initiates the beginning of cancer in a single

stem cell.

Also, there have been reports of myocarditis. I'm wondering if it's possible that these little

bits of DNA actually encode pieces of the spike protein ... There's a lot of open reading

frames in these pieces of DNA that code for peptides that don't belong in humans and are

neo-antigens.

My concern is that some of these pieces of DNA could transform long lived stem cells in,

maybe the myocardium, or pericardium, or maybe the liver, or lymph nodes ... and now that

tissue makes a long-lived expression of some neo-antigen that could be causing a long-

term autoimmunity type response like myocarditis.

So, they are the two things that immediately come to mind — the small possibility of

cancers in people in the next :ve years down the road, or the possibility of autoimmunity

from the production of these peptides."

So, the claim that the mRNA in the COVID shots — which is based on but not identical to the spike

protein mRNA found in SARS-CoV-2 — cannot enter the nucleus of human cells and therefore

cannot be integrated into the human genome, is simply false. Science tells us genome integration

can occur in several ways.

COVID Jab Can Have Intergenerational Effects

Another 2022 study  found that mice injected with the COVID mRNA shot passed on their acquired

immune traits — both good and bad — to offspring, which not only suggests that the mRNA can

enter the nucleus of the cell, but also that it can be permanently integrated into chromosomal DNA

and have intergenerational effects. As reported in this study:

"Hundreds of millions of SARS-CoV-2 mRNA-LNP vaccine doses have already been

administered to humans. However, we lack a comprehensive understanding of the immune

effects of this platform.

The mRNA-LNP-based [mRNA-lipid nanoparticle-based] SARS-CoV-2 vaccine is highly

inaammatory, and its synthetic ionizable lipid component responsible for the induction of

inaammation has a long in vivo half-life.

Since chronic inaammation can lead to immune exhaustion and non-responsiveness, we

sought to determine the effects of pre-exposure to the mRNA-LNP on adaptive immune

responses and innate immune :tness.

We found that pre-exposure to mRNA-LNPs or LNP alone led to long-term inhibition of the

adaptive immune response ... On the other hand, we report that after pre-exposure to

mRNA-LNPs, the resistance of mice to heterologous infections with inauenza virus

increased while resistance to Candida albicans decreased ...

Interestingly, mice pre-exposed to the mRNA-LNP platform can pass down the acquired

immune traits to their offspring ...

In summary, the mRNA-LNP vaccine platform induces long-term unexpected

immunological changes affecting both adaptive immune responses and heterologous

protection against infections. Thus, our studies highlight the need for more research to

determine this platform’s true impact on human health."

FDA Responds to DNA Contamination Concerns

McKernan presented his Fndings to the FDA in June 2023. After Buckhaults conFrmed the

presence of dsDNA in PFzer’s and Moderna’s shots, Demasi asked the FDA "if it had begun an

investigation into the issue of DNA contamination and whether it would review its guidance to

industry about residual DNA in vaccines."

She also asked if the agency "had instructed PFzer and Moderna to conduct further testing to

demonstrate the absence or presence of genome modiFcation and whether it would issue new

warnings to the public about the potential risks, now that DNA contamination in the vaccines had

been established and replicated." This was the FDA’s response:

"The mRNA COVID-19 vaccines authorized or approved for use in the United States are not

de:ned as a gene therapy. The FDA is con:dent in the quality, safety, and effectiveness of

these vaccines. The agency’s bene:t-risk assessment and ongoing safety surveillance

demonstrates that the bene:ts of their use outweigh their risks."

In other words, the FDA has taken no action on the matter and has no intention of doing so.

Cancer Promoter Also Found in PCzer’s Bivalent Jab

In addition to DNA fragments that can more readily integrate into the human genome, and the

possibility of mRNA reverse transcribing into chromosomal DNA, McKernan’s team also discovered

simian virus 40 (SV40) promoter in the shots, which have long been suspected of causing cancer in

humans.

“ The SV40 promoter is a sequence used in gene
therapy to drive DNA into the nucleus of cells. If
the shots aren’t supposed to alter the human
genome, why does it contain bits of DNA and an
SV40 promoter that can drive that DNA into the
nucleus?”

SV40 promoter is an oncogenic piece of a virus known to drive very aggressive gene expression for

cancer. Combined with pieces of DNA, the presence of SV40 promoter make the risk of cancer all

the more likely. What’s more, according to McKernan,  the SV40 promoter is a sequence used in

gene therapy to drive DNA into the nucleus of cells!

If the shots aren’t supposed to alter the human genome, why do they contain bits of DNA and an

SV40 promoter that can drive that DNA into the nucleus?

Considering these facts, is it not reasonable to suspect, then, that the "turbo cancers"  oncologists

around are now reporting might indeed be a side effect of the COVID jabs? "Turbo cancer" is an

invented term to describe cancers that grow at such unprecedented rates that patients often die

before a treatment plan can be implemented.

Repeat Dosing May Promote Cancer and Autoimmune Problems

So, that makes three ways in which some of the shots can contribute to or directly cause cancer. A

fourth way the jabs may trigger cancer is simply by repeat dosing. As detailed in a May 2023 paper

in the journal Vaccines:

"To date, 72.3% of the total population has been injected at least once with a COVID-19

vaccine ... [I]ncreasing evidence has shown that ... they do not produce sterilizing immunity,

allowing people to suffer frequent re-infections.

Additionally, recent investigations have found abnormally high levels of IgG4 in people who

were administered two or more injections of the mRNA vaccines ...

[E]merging evidence suggests that the reported increase in IgG4 levels detected after

repeated vaccination with the mRNA vaccines ... constitutes an immune tolerance

mechanism to the spike protein that could promote unopposed SARS-CoV2 infection and

replication by suppressing natural antiviral responses.

Increased IgG4 synthesis due to repeated mRNA vaccination with high antigen

concentrations may also cause autoimmune diseases, and promote cancer growth and

autoimmune myocarditis in susceptible individuals."

SV40 Promoter Contamination ConCrmed

Buckhaults has also conFrmed the presence of SV40 promoter in the plasmid DNA, as has Yusuke

Murakami, a professor at Tokyo University. In an interview, Murakami explained:

"The P:zer vaccine sequence contains part of the SV40 sequence ... This sequence is

known as a promoter. Roughly speaking, the promoter causes increased expression of the

gene.

The problem is that the sequence is present in a well-known carcinogenic virus. The

question is why such a sequence that is derived from a cancer virus is present in P:zer's

vaccine.

There should be absolutely no need for such a carcinogenic virus sequence in the vaccine.

This sequence is totally unnecessary for producing the mRNA vaccine. It is a problem that

such a sequence is solidly contained in the vaccine ...

If a sequence like this is present in the DNA, the DNA is easily migrated to the nucleus. So

it means that the DNA can easily enter the genome. This is such an alarming problem. It is

essential to remove the sequence. However, P:zer produced the vaccine without removing

the sequence. That is outrageously malicious."
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Alarming COVID Jab Contamination Shocks Scientists
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

In early April 2023, microbiologist Kevin McKernan detailed Fnding massive DNA

contamination in PFzer’s and Moderna’s bivalent COVID booster shots. The highest level of

DNA contamination found was 30%, meaning nearly one-third of the content of the shot was

plasmid DNA, the presence of which dramatically increases the likelihood of DNA integration

and cancer



An in vitro experiment found that the modiFed RNA in the PFzer jab has the ability to enter

human liver cells and reverse transcribe into DNA in as little as six hours post-exposure



The lipid nanoparticles that the mRNA and DNA contaminants are encased in facilitate getting the DNA inside the cell. Once it’s in the cytoplasm, bits

of DNA can enter the nucleus by random chance



Mice injected with the COVID mRNA shot passed on their acquired immune traits — both good and bad — to offspring, which not only suggests that

the mRNA can enter the nucleus of the cell, but also that it can be permanently integrated into chromosomal DNA and have intergenerational effects



PFzer’s bivalent jab has also been found to contain simian virus 40 (SV40) promoter, an oncogenic piece of the virus’ DNA known to drive very

aggressive gene expression. Combined with pieces of DNA, the presence of SV40 promoter make the risk of cancer all the more likely



The SV40 promoter is a sequence used in gene therapy to drive DNA into the nucleus of cells. If the shots aren’t supposed to alter the human

genome, why do they contain bits of DNA and an SV40 promoter that can drive that DNA into the nucleus?
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If the COVID pandemic was real, we would have seen the highest excess mortality rates in 2020,

when the most problematic strain of the virus was in circulation. But that’s not the case. Instead,

excess mortality rates didn’t really take off until the rollout of the experimental COVID shots — and

rates are still going up, two years later.

In the video above, John Campbell, Ph.D., a retired nurse educator, reviews the latest mortality

statistics from the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD).  He also

compares the OECD data with that from Our World in Data, and the two data sets are in agreement

— excess deaths continued to be far above normal in 2023, and there’s no pandemic to blame it on.

For the U.K., there were 36,316 excess deaths during weeks 1 through 30 (January 1 through July

30, 2023 ). A telling trend is that deaths in private homes and "other settings" are above the Fve-

year average, whereas deaths in hospitals and care homes are both below average.

What does that mean? It means that more people than normal are dying unexpectedly, at home and

in places other than a hospital. It also suggests that younger people are dying at a higher rate. The

higher excess death rate is not because more elderly are dying in care homes.

In the U.S., there were 147,828.8 more deaths than expected during the Frst 30 weeks of 2023.

Other interesting data reveal that, in Minnesota, excess deaths involving blood disorders began in

2020 but then skyrocketed in 2022, nearly doubling from the 2020 rate.

The original Wuhan strain of SARS-CoV-2 was associated with blood disorders, but that strain had

mutated into a mild cold by 2022. What we did have in 2022, however, were the COVID jabs, which

are also associated with blood disorders.

Got the Jab? Take Action to Safeguard Your Health

If you already got one or more jabs and now have concerns about your health, what can you do?

Well, Frst and foremost, never take another COVID booster, another mRNA gene therapy shot or

regular vaccine. You need to end the assault on your system.

If you developed symptoms you didn’t have before your shot, I would encourage you to seek out

expert help. At present, the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) seems to have one

of the best treatment protocols for post-jab injuries. It’s called I-RECOVER and can be downloaded

from covid19criticalcare.com.

Dr. Pierre Kory, who cofounded the FLCCC, has transitioned to treating the vaccine injured more or

less exclusively. For more information, see DrPierreKory.com. Dr. Peter McCullough is also

investigating post-jab treatments, which you can Fnd on PeterMcCulloughMD.com.

The World Health Council has also published lists of remedies that can help inhibit, neutralize and

eliminate spike protein, which most experts agree is the primary culprit. I covered these in my 2021

article, "World Council for Health Reveals Spike Protein Detox."

Give your body the care it deserves with our metabolic health supplements — designed to help

promote elcient digestion, healthy blood glucose levels already in the normal range and a healthy

gut. Reach your healthy weight management goals naturally with products made from clean,

research-backed ingredients.
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Q: And what did they do to the maniacal dabblers who invented this diabolical mRNA technology? A: They gave them the Nobel Prize,

just like they did to former human-hating recipients.
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And to add insult to injury (literally), the recipients covered their faces in diapers, Stephjask. Perhaps they were secretly

ashamed to show their faces. dailysceptic.org/2023/10/02/nobel-winner-highlighted-non-trivial-side-..
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It seems that “the development of messenger RNA vaccines is the work of hundreds of researchers.” Robert Malone himself

has qualiFed his resume: after presenting himself as “inventor of mRNA vaccines,” he now deFnes himself as “inventor of the

technological platform for mRNA vaccines.” This quote from American television presenter Tucker Carlson already appears on

the cover of the booklet, along with an image of the new book. “As a medical student and doctoral candidate, Robert Malone

was the Frst to invent mRNA vaccine technology in the late 1980s. At the time, he could not imagine that he would one day play

a leading role in a movement to expose the dangers of mRNA vaccines.

They administered them to billions of people, without being informed about the risks.” The sequel says: “Dr. Robert Malone was

censored by Big Tech and defamed by the media for speaking out against “mainstream” information. (). Dr. Malone is the

authoritative voice of dissent. He exposes the dark side of Corona's agenda, exposes the role of the mainstream media,

censorship, propaganda and the brave new world of transhumanism promoted by the World Economic Forum and its acolytes.

How is it possible that the lies spread by governments persist and our institutions fail to recognize them? What has been the

impact of Corona policy on lives, livelihoods and democracies? Governments deliberately used people's fear as a weapon to

control their behavior. The media viliFed anyone who resisted the olcial position and spoke out. “Dr. Malone examines the

perverse links between the pharmaceutical industry, governments and the media and tells us what we can do about it.”

www.globalresearch.ca/good-news-world-seems-changing-slowly-but-surely..  (2023)
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Is this new? Obama got a PEACE PRIZE, then turned around to invade and wreck 7 difference nations! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Here's Dr

Malone's rebuttal posting: "Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine: Factcheck Facts are stubborn things, and "olcial"

propaganda is still propaganda": rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/nobel-prize-for-physiology-or-medicine  - - and the last line item

is? . . . .   7. PFzer is a major donor to the Karolinska Institute.
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@ Stephjask Hearing that on the news was really shocking. Unbelievable! Is there no where that corruption hasn't reached? This

is very troubling. A similar feeling when Obama received the Peace Prize. Awarded to Katalin Karik and Drew Weissman for their

discoveries concerning nucleoside base modiFcations that enabled the development of effective mRNA vaccines against

COVID-19. Notice only the word effective is stated and not the word safe.
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People who are this diabolical, are unable to feel shame. They are masked up, hoping to instill fear by promotIng the use of

masks.
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The 4 people I know who took the Johnson & Johnson shot did not have any apparent side effects . . . . they speciFcally took

the J&J (only one shot) thinking it would be safer, and these are generally health-minded people with no comorbidities.

Hopefully the J&J folks dodged a couple of bullets. Of course that shot was discontinued some time ago.
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Stephjack and everyone: Here's a link to a recent Denis Rancourt - Dr Peter McCullough meeting that WelcometheEagle found,

discussing how this was not a pandemic, nor would the shots be saving any lives: peterhalligan.substack.com/.../137622786  -

- Peter posted a short link and the link to the full video is below. Here's that full link again: www.twitch.tv/.../1941132307  - this

is a good discussion.
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NOBEL PRIZE FOR PHYSIOLOGY OR MEDICINE: FACTCHECK Facts are stubborn things, and "olcial" propaganda is still

propaganda The key statement by the committee is quoted in their announcement tweet and corresponding graphic: “For their

discoveries concerning nucleotide base modiFcations that enabled the development of effective mRNA vaccines against

COVID-19” The demonstrable falsehoods employed by the Nobel Prize committee to justify this award indicates that the

decision was not based on scientiFc and medical fact, but rather reuects non-scientiFc and medical considerations other than

those cited by the committee. PFzer is a major donor to the Karolinska Institute. There are three logic elements to the

statement. In the link: rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/nobel-prize-for-physiology-or-medicine?utm_s..  (10/03/2023)
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Expecting Nobel prize winning technology always to work for the beneFt of mankind is like assuming Knighthoods are always

conferred on the deserving. (Think Royalty’s best buddy SIR Jimmy Saville - posthumously described as the most perverted of

the BBC’s protected paedophile community.)  The 2020 Prize winning CRISPR gene editing technology which attracted

investment by Gates and the WEF was criticised for its potential uaws and risks when unregulated; in the wrong hands, what

could possibly go wrong? cen.acs.org/biological-chemistry/gene-editing/CRISPR-genome-editing-20..  According to Dr David

Martin, Crispr Technology is owned by Dustin Moskowitz of Sherlock Biosciences as a joint human gene editing eugenics

venture between the U.S and China - approved by the FDA while our attention was distracted by the coronavirus plandemic.
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Pheonix we had the AZ here which I think is the same as the J&J. My take on it, just guessing though, is if that one was going to

get you it was quick eg stroke or other vascular issues within a few weeks. A relative of mine had an burst blood vessel in her

eye that turned it black and was found at the time to have high blood pressure.  I also had never heard of so many strokes in

such a short space of time which seems to have settled now that this has been taken off the market.  Still wonder if its a better

option than the PFz.
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Every day, headlines about another person of note died of a massive heart attack, cancer, or a cancer once in remission, or the ever

present - Unknown Causes. (So many of them very young.) Nearly every day despite another revelation stubbornly dripped out, nearly,

if not everything the Paul Reveres sounding off of the dangers of the Jab are true, & most were likely known before release of the

Jabs. What do we get from those with the ability to outshout any questions? * "The FDA is conFdent in the quality, safety, and

effectiveness of these vaccines. The agency’s beneFt-risk assessment and ongoing safety surveillance demonstrates that the beneFts

of their use outweigh their risks." * Or, in Laymans terms, Words, DeFnitions say what we say they mean, and what they mean is what is

most convenient for us, and we can change them all in the same breath.

As numbers continue to ramp up from Round One of the Fauci Flu and we saw how stats were manipulated before, with Round Two

being launched, how many delayed casualties from Round One will be attributed to the new Round Two Covid It's everywhere, it's

everywhere, We're all going to die Campaign? Now ask what Fear Campaign is most likely to hold Pole Position?

Recession/Depression, because of another, (probably worldwide,) bank meltdown a mandatory Snoop - Control - you can only spend

what we say you can spend on Digital Banking, more lockdowns, mandatory Jabs, War, maybe even Aliens!
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Yes, Just, and now we have an endless reinforcement routine fueled by the also endless corruption of BigPharma in tune with

government institutions and on the path commanded by the WHO and the globalist clique where Bill Gates is one of the

generals. Dr. Rob Verkerk is the founder of ANH International. For forty years he has been researching and promoting natural

health and sustainable ecosystems. In the process, he has experienced and fought against the corruption and destructiveness

of the pesticide and pharmacology industries. Dr. Verkerk's presentation is rich with well-earned knowledge about biology,

business, fraud and corruption.

Big pharma partners with small biotech companies, they control many politicians and bureaucrats. They use humanity as

guinea pigs, even going so far as to have current gene-altering Covid-19 injections being misrepresented as “vaccines” and

imposed on the world's populations. Dr. Verkerk explains how big the pharmaceutical industry is: disease-focused; corrupt,

fraudulent and criminal; misleading; expensive ; ineffective; dangerous; strange and contrary to nature; polluting; abusive; and

disempowering. drtrozzi.org/2022/11/21/big-pharmas-future-part-5-dr-rob-verkerk/  (11/21/2022)
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Vaccine death records can be analyzed in seconds using a variety of fully objective methods to show whether COVID vaccines

have increased or decreased all-cause mortality in each age range. No medical records, cause of death, etc. are required or

needed. Only age, date of death and vaccination dates are all that is required for each death since the start of the COVID

vaccination program. Death vaccine data has been collected, but has never been made available to the public anywhere in the

world. It is immoral and unethical for, for example, universities to require COVID vaccines if health authorities refuse to show us

the records from the anti-death vaccine database that would justify their use. A WORLDWIDE CALL FOR DATA TRANSPARENCY:

SHOW US THE DATA! stevekirsch.substack.com/p/a-worldwide-call-for-data-transparency?utm_..  (03/02/2023)
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Like what happened in the United States, C-19 “vaccines” were never properly evaluated by Canadian regulators under Canadian

law, accountability watchdog group National Citizens Inquiry (NCI) conFrmed. . It was Dr. Peter McCullough who provided his

support for the compilation of the NCI report. Thanks to the group's “exhaustive review of testimony and evidence,” Dr.

McCullough tweeted that the verdict is: “Conclusion: All COVID-19 vaccines are not safe for human use and should be removed

from the Canadian market immediately to protect the public.” "It is important to understand that COVID-19 vaccines were never

approved under the traditional drug approval process in Canada," the report states, further explaining how Health Canada, the

federal agency responsible for Canadian health policy, used a alternative authorization process.

instead it was called an interim order. “This cannot be an appropriate standard for approving a drug that the Government

intends to administer to the entire population,” the report states. "It is dilcult to conceive of a less scientiFc test for the

authorization of drugs than that found in the Interim Order." Canada Fnally approved both types of mRNA vaccines from

PFzer-BioNTech and Moderna, as well as Janssen's viral vector-based COVID vaccine.

Canada also approved AstraZeneca's COVID vaccine, which was never approved in the U.S. and was only approved in Europe for

a very short period before regulators pulled it from the market for causing blood clots and heart disease.

www.theepochtimes.com/world/covid-19-vaccines-revealed-to-be-neither-s..  (09/17/2023)
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Gui, your Steve Kirsch link is an outstanding run down of what will not be addressed. As pointed out in the link few to none of

the following are stepping up to address the elephant in the room. * The mainstream medical community * Heads of state

throughout the world * The CDC * The FDA * The White House * Congress * The mainstream media * Public health authorities *

Any doctor or nurse who recommends the jab to patients * Universities who mandate the vaccines for students, staff, or faculty

* Any organization that supports COVID vaccines for their members, employees, or visitors.

Yes, it is welcomed there are players who are nibbling around the edges, but most of those are areas Many Here Recognized

from the beginning, three, going on four years ago. It is because of such so many of those mentioned have lost trust. It isn't

because of some near hermit, backwoods hillbilly like me is asking questions, sharing experiences causing what they want to

label as misinformation. And, even if it were someone like me bringing the whole thing down, doesn't that alone suggest they

have no real foundation of truth to stand on?
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Talking of inconvenient facts, steve, hidden in plain sight - today, 3rd October - is the deadline for signing the petition to the UK

parliament to discuss transferring sovereignty to the WHO on matters on “pandemic control”, otherwise known as the global,

industrial complex coup d’etat as a prelude to further genocide and digital slavery of survivors.

jamesroguski.substack.com/.../screw-the-who  Twentieth century improvements in public health were not due to vaccines, but

to improved hygiene, open spaces, sanitation and a clean water supply. Olcial misinformation means “missing information”,

not disinformation - mainstream media do not inform about matters of the survival human race, only about TV tittle-tattle or

bread and circuses, and soon not even bread.

Sinister developments indeed. youtu.be/UScNk39xUTk  DNA contamination will seem like a walk in the park after our feudal

masters gain control. Here in the UK the dystopian nightmare proceeds at a steady pace with migrant fast tracking, 15 minute

cities, energy poverty, ULEZ and other lies, while formerly peaceful countries such as Sweden are said to have engaged the

military against imported criminal gangs.

In peace time, the unelected cannot make decisions on behalf of the electorate but in wartime, there are no rules. Uncontrolled

immigration is a weapon of war: think of it this way - if a colony of ants takes over your garden, you don’t care what type they are

nor where they came from, you just want to get rid of them in one fell swoop. Anarchy rules while you do so. Bottom line - reality

is escaping because the Frst casualty of war is truth. www.technocracy.news/warning-reality-is-escaping-out-the-back-door/
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Cabochon, I must confess it is very concerning & distressing to me as the years have passed by, looking back, just how many

things have been Hiding In Plain Sight. Upon reding RFK Jr's The Real Anthony Fauci describing factually each and every

mini-Planned Demic, while after having severe Vaxxx response was enough for me to say - oh Hell No, no more, and at and each

time I saw the crying Wolf, Wolf, I did not see Fraudci's Fngerprints at the given time and had not connected they were just one

long string of events.

Hiding in Plain Sight, inconvenient facts taken as individual events sharing the same outcomes. One expects the extreme hold

the line on Vaxxx's, Jabs most likely was intended to build a Firewall to not just protect their nonliability status, keep a ca$h

generating pill mill treadmill running, but if this collapsed, the reality when people see such things, they can't unsee them. More

to the point, they can't unsee how and where they are used all over the place.
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juststeve...yesterday I read that Tim WakeFeld, a former Red Sox player, died from brain cancer. He was 57 years old. His wife

has pancreatic cancer.
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Time for Internet Paul Revere's to make the midnight ride; the Censors are coming; the Censors are coming. Twenty nine days to

push back. It's been pointed out here many times, this is a critical health issue on any and every front one can think of. If all this

and it's already gone to far, is allowed to continue, there will be no Doc Mercola, there will be no public square discussions or

discoveries. If it doesn't walk lock step with what is convenient for the Para$itic Predator$ it will no longer exist on the net, in

the streets, or in your home. www.youtube.com/watch
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INTERVIEW WITH KEVIN MCKERNAN, SCIENTIST WHO DISCOVERED DNA CONTAMINATION IN MRNA SHOTS.-- Kevin

McKernan is the genomics scientist who Frst discovered plasmid DNA contamination in the mRNA PFzer and Moderna Covid

vaccines (trending as #plasmidgate). McKernan has been working in his Feld for 25 years, having managed R&D for the Human

Genome Project at Whitehead Institute/MIT, and now heading up cannabis and hemp science company Medicinal Genomics as

founder and Chief Science Olcer. I originally conducted this interview with McKernan in August for my article, COVID vaccines

and your DNA: What the science tells us (and what it doesn’t), and had the intention of writing up the interview in full at the time.

I then fell quite ill and was out for the count for a few weeks, during which time #plasmidgate developed, with new labs

conFrming McKernan’s Fndings of DNA contamination in the mRNA vaccines.

news.rebekahbarnett.com.au/p/interview-with-kevin-mckernan-scientist?u..  (10/03/2023)
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fromseatoshiningsea; little over twenty years ago I would Frst go to the Obituaries in the newsprint. First to make sure I wasn't

there, second it was quite something to see the ages of those who passed. Nearly everyone was at the very least late eighties,

late nineties, more than a few who made it to 100 or more. If there were younger people it would normally be accident, an

unfortunate chronic disease, disorder or the very young - hard-core dope. (Can we say, hard core dope brought to you by -

Monopoly Pharma?) Currently here in public places, when those who speak out, they are speaking out very loudly - screw them

and their Jabs/Boosters, I've seen to many friends die from that &%@#*^%. People whose direct experiences are not lining up

with the olcial Thou Will Comply; Thou Will Do as Thou Have Been Commanded to Do.
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BOMBSHELL. PFIZER “CONFIDENTIAL” REPORT: VACCINE ONLY HAS 1,291 SIDE EFFECTS! A judge forced the FDA to release

PFzer's clinical data and it's worse than you can possibly imagine

www.globalresearch.ca/pFzer-vaccine-only-has-1291-side-effects/577309..  (10/01/2023)
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Chicken Little all over again! Everyone running around saying the sky is falling without checking to see if it is true!
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“BILLIONAIRES TRY TO SHRINK WORLD’S POPULATION”: SECRET GATHERING SPONSORED BY BILL GATES, 2009 MEETING OF

“THE GOOD CLUB” Is Worldwide Depopulation Part of the Billionaire's "Great Reset"? Flash back to 2009. According to the Wall

Street Journal: “Billionaires Try to Shrink World’s Population”. In May 2009, the Billionaire philanthropists met behind closed

doors at the home of the president of The Rockefeller University in Manhattan. This secret gathering was sponsored by Bill

Gates. They called themselves “The Good Club.”  Among the participants were the late David Rockefeller, Warren Buffett, George

Soros, Michael Bloomberg Ted Turner, Oprah Winfrey and many more.

michelchossudovsky.substack.com/p/billionaires-try-shrink-world-popula..  (10/03/2023)
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Information to convince those who want to continue taking the "vaccine" boosters against C-19 THE CATALOG OF VACCINE

INJURIES AMONGST U.S CONGRESS MEMBERS AND POLITICIANS. PIERRE KORY, MD, MPA A disturbing amount of illness has

befallen our often relatively young U.S Congress members. A minority have publicly implicated the Covid vaccine as a proximate

cause, the rest, you decide “I want to thank my colleague and friend “A Midwestern Doctor” whose superlative Substack is

called “The Forgotten Side of Medicine.” They helped me compile this list of conFrmed and suspected injuries to accompany my

Frst post(s) describing Covid vaccine injuries and syndromes here and here.”

pierrekorymedicalmusings.com/p/the-catalog-of-vaccine-injuries-amongst  (09/2023) .
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Gallbladder Cancer: Why Are COVID-19 mRNA Vaccinated Getting These Types of Turbo Cancers? See the heartbreaking stories and

photos of 20 tragic cases of relative young vaccine victims who can't pay their hospital bills anymore.

www.globalresearch.ca/turbo-cancer-hepatobiliary-system-gallbladder-ca..  * * * Cancer was 1433 more times reported as an

COVID-19 “vaccine” adverse event, than the reported cancer cases from uu vaccines (in the years before Covid). That is astounding.

Dr. Kevin McKernan (a renowned authority in genomics) about the mechanisms whereby COVID-19 “vaccines” could cause cancer: 1)

Monkey Virus SV40 in the “vaccines” could trigger dormant cancer genes to express themselves and cause cancer; 2) interference in

the normal while blood cell immunological response to cancer development.

3), Spike Protein (from the “vaccines”) impairment of gene repair mechanisms normally present to keep cancers in check. A review by

Seneff, Nigh, et al., about interferons that play a key role in cancer suppression. Interferons are involved in gene-regulation and

immune response and anti-tumour activity. Certain interferons can be suppressed by COVID-19 “vaccination” and result in modiFed

expression of well known cancer genes associated with breast cancer and other cancers and in cancer surveillance.

principia-scientiFc.com/do-covid-vaccines-cause-cancer
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* * * I have identiFed the animal that caused the Covid Virus * * * Recent revealed documents proved that Fauci worked together

with the CIA to cover-up that the Covid virus was man-made, so they blamed animals. First bats, then Pangolins, even snakes

and wolf-dogs. All this, to cover-up that the Covid bioweapon was made and funded by the US government. The USA contracted

with WIV for this gain-of-function (laughably dual-use research excuse) because such research was banned in the USA. So this

makes it clear to me that after all, it was indeed an animal that caused Covid, That dangerous animal is Fauci, who was head of

the US bio-weapon program since 2001, working together with the CIA, to make Covid 19 * * * * Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) May

Have Prevented 420,000 Covid Deaths In US .

Mark Skidmore, professor of economics from Michigan State University, analyzed the positive incidence of the use of

Hydroxychloriquine against Covid that may have prevented over 520,000 deaths in Western countries where it was banned, and

at least 420,000 in the US.

The academic professor discovered that African countries, where it was already routinely used against malaria, noted an

enormous beneFt compared to those of the European Union and the USA where it was instead excluded from therapies

principia-scientiFc.com/hydroxychloroquine-may-have-prevented-420000-..  And how many could have saved by Ivermectin? It

was also Fauci that blocked the use of HCQ and Ivermectin, proving he is an mentil sick animal and a mass-murderer..
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The Lockdowns Have Created a “Ticking Cancer Timebomb”, Experts Warn. In early 2020, the vast majority of Americans were

encouraged to quarantine at home in an effort to avoid getting Covid. This caused unnecessary deaths and complications from

cancer, because nearly 10 million cancer screening appointments were missed from January to July of 2020 alone. The

mountain of missed screenings translated to an 11% increase in the number of patients diagnosed with cancer that had already

spread to other parts of the body that year. Dr. Monica Bertagnolli, director of the National Cancer Institute, said: “These missed

opportunities for early cancer detection are alarming, particularly for those vulnerable populations that continue to face

signiFcant barriers in accessing cancer care. dailysceptic.org/2023/09/30/lockdowns-have-created-a-ticking-cancer-ti..
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Interesting information PETE. MY FRIEND DR. LINDSAY TALKED TO AN FDA OFFICIAL ABOUT PLASMID DNA AND SV40 IN VAX

VIALS Learn the art of eloquent denial of reality and masterful use of the PREP Act shield while committing mass murder from

the FDA "experts" “The analyses of PFzer and Moderna vials show that the DNA found was not only hugely over the allowable

limits for this process related impurity (up to ~100 times), but also contained undisclosed genetic components such as SV40

promoter that just so happens is a nuclear targeting component for transfection of human cells!

After Fnding and conFrming this, Dr. Buckhaults started backpedaling. His rationale - PFzer was in a hurry and grabbed

something off the shelf that had SV40 without realizing what they are doing! This is not a valid excuse. I would love to be able to

just grab things off the shelf without validation when commercially producing new drugs or devices. No actually, I don’t,

because I don’t want to kill people. But if one wanted to. Hm.”

sashalatypova.substack.com/p/my-friend-dr-lindsay-talked-to-fda?utm_so..  (09/26/2023)
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Article by Dr. Mercola published in The Defender. “In 2002, the Lancet published evidence linking polio vaccines contaminated

with SV40 to Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. According to the authors, the vaccine may be responsible for up to half the 55,000

Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma cases diagnosed each year.. As reported in a Lancet book review of “The Virus and the Vaccine: The

True Story of a Cancer-Causing Money Virus, Contaminated Polio Vaccine and the Millions of Americans Exposed”:

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/sv40-virus-cancers-mrna-vaccines-c..  (06/22/2023) McKernan states an obvious

concern: “If (the SV40 promoter) becomes integrated into the genome it will turn on gene expression wherever it lands.

If this happens to be an oncogene (a cancer-causing gene), you’ve got problems.” This dear reader, is only one of the many

possible adverse effects of injecting synthetic DNA into humans. The scientiFc literature acknowledges the potential for

foreign/synthetic DNA alone to be oncogenic (cancer-causing), infectious and prothrombotic. In addition, genomic integration

of a viral promoter like SV40 can contribute to cancer and is well known to cause leukemia in gene therapy trials.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pFzer-covid-vaccine-contaminated-..  (08/18/2023)
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A study published in the journal of the Multidisciplinary Institute for Digital Publications showed that the spike proteins in the

COVID-19 vaccine inhibit the ability of damaged DNA to repair itself. “If DNA damage cannot be adequately repaired, it will

contribute to the ampliFcation of pathology induced by viral infection,” the study authors warned, noting that immunodeFciency

is a potential outcome. DNA damage repair, to be clear, occurs primarily in the nucleus of the cell because this is the most

optimal place to ensure genome stability. It turns out that the covid jab spike proteins also accumulate mainly in the nuclei,

which directly interferes with this process. The team found that the spike proteins inhibit two key DNA repair pathways, HR and

NHEJ, by interfering with two key genes, BRCA1 and 53BP1.

BRCA1, as you may recall, is a tumor suppressor gene that is often referred to in relation to breast cancer. The full-length spike

protein of SARS-CoV-2 “inhibits DNA damage repair by hindering the recruitment of the DNA repair protein,” the study explains.

“Our Fndings provide evidence that the spike protein hijacks the DNA damage repair machinery and the adaptive immune

machinery in vitro,” the paper further explains. Monsters, Zombies and Mutants: HORRIFYING new research reveals how

vaccines suppress DNA repair mechanism in your cells www.brighteon.com/cb351cd3-6c94-4f2b-a05d-bbda757d4472

 www.mdpi.com/.../htm
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REPORTS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF THE VACCINE CATASTROPHE. By PIERRE KORY, MD, MPA Troubling reports describing

the plight of patients, doctors and hospitals over the last 9 months. Docs and nurses are "waking up." Oncologists are seeing

tons of "turbo" cancers. It's real. “As a heme/onc doc, it's been alarming to see so many COVID vaccinated young patients with

very aggressive, widely metastatic cancers. These cancers metastasize to unusual places and are refractory to therapy that

usually works, and the outcome is often heartbreaking. I've also seen an uptick in patients newly diagnosed with several

different types of cancers simultaneously, which was previously a pretty rare phenomenon.

Not to mention the unusual clots, myeloproliferative neoplasms, HLH, and other strange hematologic complications post

vaccine. Occasionally I'll get a referral for a post COVID vaccine patient with typical long haul symptoms who happens to have

an abnormal CBC, and it's heartbreaking to hear how they have been suffering without any clear diagnosis or solution for
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months/years. So glad that your clinic can help these folks, and I will send them your way.”

pierrekorymedicalmusings.com/p/reports-from-the-front-lines-of-the-ef4..  (09/26/2023)
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Spot on Pete, the Covid virus was man-made and came from the dangerous animal Fauci!
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Should we be asking the question: does Covid itself cause alterations in DNA? Is that what is causing Long Covid? Is there an

epigenetic switch activated by the virus that leaves some people ill for the long term?
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Good morning PIP. Infection with different coronaviruses (CoV) causes alterations in the transcriptional and translational

patterns, cell cycle, cytoskeleton, and apoptosis pathways of host cells. Additionally, CoV infection can cause inuammation,

alter immune and stress responses, and modify coagulation pathways. The balance between upregulated and downregulated

genes could explain the pathogenesis caused by these viruses. We review speciFc aspects of CoV-host interactions. CoV

genome replication takes place in the cytoplasm in a membrane-protected microenvironment and can control the cellular

machinery by localizing some of its proteins to the nucleus of the host cell.

CoV transcription involves discontinuous RNA synthesis during extension of a negative copy of subgenomic mRNAs

www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev.micro.60.080805.142157

 .-----------------------------------------------------------------------In severe Covid patients, changes in DNA methylation are observed in CpG

sites associated with genes related to interferon and genes associated with antigen presentation, consistent with changes in

gene expression. These changes overlapped signiFcantly with those that occur in bacterial sepsis, although speciFc DNA

methylation alterations were also identiFed in viral infection-speciFc genes.

We also found that these alterations comprise some of the DNA methylation changes that occur during myeloid differentiation

and under the inuuence of inuammatory cytokines. A progression of DNA methylation alterations in relation to Sequential Organ

Failure Assessment (SOFA) score was found to be related to interferon-related genes and T helper 1 cell cytokine production.

genomemedicine.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13073-022-01137-4  (2022)
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The gastrointestinal tract is the largest immune organ in humans and plays a critical role in Fghting pathogen infections [10] .

Billions of microorganisms live inside the human intestine. bacteria, fungi, viruses and other life forms that are collectively

known as the microbiome and that regulate host immunity. So far, accumulating evidence suggests that the ecology of the gut

microbiome is widely altered in patients with COVID-19 and that gut microbiome conFgurations are associated with immune

responses and disease presentations in COVID-19.

The presence of active SARS-CoV-2 virus in the gut and the altered ecology of the gut microbiome can lead to an unfavorable

gut environment, facilitating the opportunistic proliferation of certain pathogenic fungi and bacteria, further hampering

community assembly and the function of the gut microbiome, in addition to weakening host immunity

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1672022921002060

 (2023)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- It is essential to consider the importance of the

microbiome and the gut-lung axis in the context of SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Considering the ability of the gut microbiota to alter the immune response, our Fndings suggest the importance of the enteric

microbiota in the course of SARS-CoV-2 infection. This pilot study shows that microbial community composition may not be

fully restored in people with SARS-CoV-2 after a 3-month recovery. www.mdpi.com/.../367  (2023)
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I wouldn't put anything past them designing the "virus" or the shots. Many people aren't aware that there are three versions of

the shots and nobody can ask for a lower level one. The questions you are asking are great questions to ask and get an answer

(the answer is KEY!).
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Read on the America's Frontline Doctors site last night that now 52% of America say they will probably or deFnitely NOT get the new

injections. WTF on the other 48% or even the ones of 52% who say "probably" not. Truly surreal the minds of humanity...
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Yes? Reportedly Only 17% took the last booster. No idea what's going on.
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This should come as no surprise to anyone. You had a "never been tested"/"new administered" vaccine technology that was rushed

through at "Warp Speed". The companies were given 100% immunity from any damages caused by these jabs. Only in places like

China, Russia, North Korea, etc. is the government and all their corporate players IMMUNE from being responsible from the harms

done by their products. It's Nazi Germany 2.0! Who's behind this insane narrative? Do the people pushing this not have to reap the

same consequences or were all those videos of Biden and AOC getting jabs staged placebos? It appears that some of the people on

the hill actually got the jab.

Dian Feinstein went down immediately after getting the jab! Was that by accident or was it intentional? The timing is so perfect that it

can't be an accident! How many more coincidences can we sit back and watch before we cry FOUL? In Oct 2020, the Senate was

meeting to approve Trumps pick for the Supreme Court, Amy Barrett. At the end of the hearing Dian (D) and Lindsey (R) complimented

each other and even HUGGED each other! thehill.com/homenews/senate/521309-feinsteins-hug-of-lindsey-graham-sp..  This sparked

OUTRAGE on the left and many of her Marxist/Communist constituents DEMANDED that she immediately resign!

Less than 2 months later, the PFzer jab is approved (Dec 14th, 2020) and the elderly were the Frst ones to get the jab. Soon after she

got the jab she came down with debilitating shingles (the #1 side effect) and was hospitalized. Just like the thousands of nursing

home patients that had survived the entire 2020 Covid-19 Pandemic, they fell ill and died shortly after getting the jab. After MONTHS

in the hospital, she was released and was wheelchair bound. She went from a spry/witty 88 year-old to a zombie. Was that an

accident? How is it that no one else on the hill suffered like she did if they all got the same jab?
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There was no "warp speed". It was 20 years in the making and it was perfected by 2020.
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Congress and such luckies as the illegals streaming into the US were not forced to take the shots. We know there are lot

numbers of vaccine vials that prove harmless, albeit worthless, and we know there are lot numbers that can be very deadly.

Previous comments show wide eyed observers that we have been way, way too mild and moderate when talking about and

interacting with the slimeballs who simply want to have us put out of our misery.....I live in a state with an enormously wealthy

governor. Both he and his health commissioner are still pushing the vaccines hard. I kinda suspect we may, may, run into

mandatory vaccines again as well as lockdowns. I wrote the governor many times during the Covid heyday, as well as his health

commissioner, and never, ever received a comment back from them.

I told them of the established dangers of the vaccines, showered them with facts, mentioned the famous scientists/physicians

who also feel these vaccines should be taboo, but that did nothing. It is dilcult to determine the strength of our so-called

groundswell against the shots. I do know we must reach more Americans with palatable information on the inherent dangers of

the vaccines. Our attorney general in the state has never, ever, ever mentioned one word about the very dangerous composition

of chemtrails. He'd just as soon prosecute you for jaywalking. He is lax on the horrendous curricula ugliness in our grade

schools. I say he is complicit.........
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2020 was a very opportunist year for the Morons, AKA the Earthly Gods.. They couldn't just sit back and have "their" power

taken away and given back to the people, where it belong, so they had to UNLEASH the Kraken to take out the threats..
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When a corporation is shielded from liability (accountability) to the public, then whom is the government serving? The public?

Or the corporation? The government protects the corporation from the public in that scenario. The government is not operating

for the protection of the public from the corporation. When people accuse members of the public of "conspiracy theories", they

speak to protect corporations and government from the people: to make government and corporations unaccountable to the

public. I think we need remedial basic civics courses in America teaching that government and corporations must be

accountable to the public.
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This is like something out of the Twilight Zone. So hard to wrap my head around so much evil. Why are there so few individuals who

distrust govt and willingly accept any form of jab labeled "experimental"? They told us we are "not a horse" (ivermectin). Doesn't it

occur to people that they are not a lab rat? I think the lesson that needs to be learned is not to make decisions based on fear. It can

lead to irrational actions.
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Yes Almond against fear the truth. A truth that must be described on many fronts. Powerful, timeless truths that, if widely

accepted, would alter the course of human history and free humanity from the clutches of demonic globalists. Any truth they

don't want you to know is labeled "disinformation," while lies and establishment-driven propaganda are nicknamed "facts." In the

link 14 timeless truths that can defeat the demonic globalists who try to exterminate humanity. Three of them: 1) The media

constantly pushes hate because HATE is the lowest vibrational emotion that distracts the mind from higher thoughts, ambitions

and achievements.

The purpose of the media is to distance the population from peace, harmony and achievement, generating panic, misery and

violence so that governments are justiFed in exercising greater control over the lives of citizens. 2) The food supply is

deliberately poisoned to keep the brain in a state of confusion and mental illness. This is why human foods are riddled with

toxic pesticides, herbicides, GMOs, hormone disruptors and heavy metals and now the covid “vaccine.” . No animal species on

planet Earth feeds its children poisons, but human institutions enforce this on the masses to ensure that no child is raised

without being cognitively compromised due to toxic exposure.

3) Resource scarcity is designed (food, energy, medicine) to keep you enslaved and operating in a constant state of fear. There

is no reason for a shortage of resources on planet Earth, as food, sunlight, water, seeds, heat, and more are all abundant and

even created by nature for free. Only through deliberate campaigns to create artiFcial scarcity will globalists convince people to

be afraid and obedient. www.brighteon.com/d7d2e782-170c-4ba9-88e1-7625dca53f66  (01/08/2023)
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Pssst, we may have missed a few clues along the way. This discussion is one of the best, covers a variety of Agenda 2025

actions taken, illegal immigration, tralcked children, destroyed food supply, no borders, destroying the US, EU and Japan and

more: "BREAKING: Investigators Discover Tralcked Children Held at Shuttered" - - www.bitchute.com/.../peOYTWH4klKe  - -

they keep referring to the North American Declaration that Biden signed this January 2023.
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Correct, Almond! The evil serpents told us that the paste and other dewormers would kill us. The serpent told Adam & Eve the

fruit would give them life!
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This is also a great truth: IVERMECTIN HAS AT LEAST 15 ANTI-CANCER MECHANISMS OF ACTION. CAN IT TREAT COVID-19

MRNA VACCINE-INDUCED TURBO CANCERS?IVERMECTIN INDUCES TUMOR CELL DEATH: APOPTOSIS, AUTOPHAGY,

PYROPTOSIS www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1043661820315152  Summarize the anti-cancer mechanisms jlar.rovedar.com/.../21

 1)Ivermectin inhibits tumor initiation and tumor progression (via WNT inhibition, YAP1 inhibition) 2)Ivermectin inhibits tumor

growth and proliferation (via Akt/mTOR inhibition, MAPK inhibition) 3)Ivermectin stops cancer cell migration, invasion and

metastasis (via PAK1 inhibition seen in 70% of all cancers, EMT inhibition, RNA Helicase inhibition) 4)Ivermectin causes cancer

cell mitochondrial dysfunction (inhibits mitochondrial biogenesis, increases reactive oxygen species selectively only in cancer

cells) 5)Ivermectin regulates tumor microenvironment (to inhibit tumor growth and progression, via P2X7 path, ICD mediates

immunogenic cell death) 6)Ivermectin inhibits cancer stem cells (which are responsible for tumor initiation, progression and

recurrence) 7)Ivermectin inhibits tumor angiogenesis (tumor blood vessel creation) 8)Ivermectin has anti-mitotic activity

(interacts with mammalian tubulin) 9)Ivermectin is an epigenetic regulator of cancer to inhibit cancer progression(alters gene

expression to inhibit cancer progression, SIN3A, EMT) 10)Ivermectin can overcome tumor multidrug resistance The top 5

COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine Induced Turbo Cancers are: lymphomas, brain cancers, breast cancers, colon cancers and lung

cancers (signals also seen in leukemias, hepatobiliary cancers, testicular cancers, sarcomas and melanomas) Ivermectin has

been shown to kill these cancer cells (in vitro or in vivo):

www.globalresearch.ca/ivermectin-15-anti-cancer-mechanisms-action-trea..  (10/02/2023)
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Finally found the right link for Elon Musk's latest on Twitter: twitter.com/.../1  - Text: "Imagine a vaccine so safe you have to be

threatened to take it, and under the photo: For a disease so deadly you have to be tested to know if you have it."
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Dordee... Excellent insight. Living close to the land, following the seasons and doing physical labor helps prevent that. Keeps

you grounded in nature and reality. unlike sitting on the couch in front of a tv shoveling crackle-bloopies into your mouth.
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This is not a vaccine. It doesn't stop transmission, reduce hospitalization or death. It has caused catastrophic illness. Irregularities in

menses, an increase in miscarriage, stillbirths. Heart problems, cancer. The government of canada data is terrifying suggesting the

triple vaccinated have developed "aids" and are now 5 times more likely to die from covid than the unvaccinated. The article goes on to

say the double vaccinated across canada have lost an average 74% of their immune system capability and the triple vaccinated lost on

average 73% of their immune system.

The damage has been done, and Fgures show the double vaxed are on average 3 times more likely to die from covid than the

unvaccinated. But the news is even worse for the triple-vaxed in terms of their risk of death. The Fgures show that they are 3.7 times

more likely to be infected with covid, but 5.1 times more likely to die of covid than the unvaccinated. These Fgures are scary, and never

been tested for safety.

The humans are the trials, and the damage of these shots are being played out in real time. This is what humanity stood for when they

rolled up their sleeves and didn't question anything. I'm certain not one person who took this poison was given a package insert,

because they were all blank. Little is known about what ingredients are in these shots, besides graphene oxide, PEG, SV40. All things

that will decimate the immune system. You cannot inject health. Take a step back and look at autism, SIDS, asthma were nonexistent

until they started vaccinating kids.

So many people have been permanently damaged or killed by vaccines. Pharma companies get liability protection. Why would they

make a safe and effective product. Take the liability protection away. We have taken several steps back in terms of becoming healthy.
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make a safe and effective product. Take the liability protection away. We have taken several steps back in terms of becoming healthy.

Everyone wants the easy Fx, rather than taking just simple steps toward better health. The 2nd year is when the animals that were

vaccinated and exposed to the wild virus die
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Darwina
Joined On 12/29/2022 2:54:41 AM
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I have wondered whether the true purpose of these jabs is to prime bodies to be struck down very very badly when they release

the next one otherwise why the bullying? Time will tell.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That was by design. Both the pan/plandemic and the jabs were about population reduction without going to war. The USA took it

for the Davos (world economic forum) team. Our government rolled over and submitted us to the biggest experiment of

mankind just to give in to the Marxist agenda of the WEF.
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rkostoff
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In a recent Op-ed on Trial Site News (www.trialsitenews.com/a/is-the-covid-19-vaccine-a-bioweapon-c778c1d4 ), I outline a number of

potential cancer-causing mechanisms in the shots, and I suspect there are more mechanisms remaining to be found. There were no

accidents here, and nobody has shown deFnitively that poor manufacturing practices were responsible for the content. The whole

pandemic was planned meticulously, and to believe adverse vaccine impacts were overlooked or are a result of poor planning is

ludicrous!
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juststeve
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Hear, hear. A Plannedemic, no accident here and it becomes nearly impossible to consider this has been just one big Whoopsie.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
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First and foremost is the fact that this was and is all planned by the Feudal system in place now. This is the Frst essential

knowledge.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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WE "collectively" need to start pointing Fngers at the FDA, making parodies of their actions and inaction; basically emphasizing

their feigned ineptitude, so not just preaching to the choir! Here's Elon Musk on X Twitter recently: twitter.com/.../1  (sorry,

laptop memory is wonky) - - and here's another one: "Miracle Drug? Everything They Don't Want You to Know About Ivermectin

Ivermectin, a Nobel Prize-Winning discovery that the media called "horse paste," not only effectively treats COVID-19 but also

several other ailments — and possibly cancer." - - vigilantnews.com/post/miracle-drug-everything-they-dont-want-you-to-kn..  .

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ US Agencies are bought and completely paid for! Their allegiance is to Pharma or whatever major

corporation. If these crooked murderers do not care to take their mandates seriously, neither should we. Do Not Comply.
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deevee77
Joined On 6/7/2022 8:49:51 AM
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Very evil intentions behind these shots.
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Joy1
Joined On 1/25/2007 3:05:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Buckhaults was being very charitable with trying not to condemn PFzer however the last few sentences of this video says it all for

me. A mere 100 dollars of reagents and three hours of work is all it would take to check these vaccines yet it was not done. This

contamination was indeed purposefull. No other reasonable explanation.
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Hi Joy, Dr Janci Lindsay followed Dr Buckhaults testimony. Here's her quick review, she did not agree with Phillip Buckhaults, "Dr

Janci Lindsay testimony in South Carolina (audio corrected)" - - www.bitchute.com/.../esvTu78jG01W  - - see what you think!
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bananabob
Joined On 7/1/2012 3:43:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I never did and still don't believe ANY of our top political people ever got the jab. Trump, Biden, Fauci and many others are all liars

about getting it. Really annoying too, is seeing an NFL player on commercials pushing getting jabbed as well and getting paid quite

handsomely I'm sure to push it or encourage it I should say. Especially when so many young athletes are collapsing on the the playing

Felds. Money certainly fuels lying.
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Mercola_Fan
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Bob, yes! Either way, Kelce is getting his heart broken! :)
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Arlen1
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Amen!
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM
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If God didn't make it.....Don't take it!!
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wondergreen11
Joined On 5/3/2023 9:49:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Funny how nice we are about this. These reptiles have poisoned millions of people on purpose and we sit around calmly talking about

it. It’s wild. Pivotal era in this mad sci F charade. Cheers.
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NurseKaren45
Joined On 6/10/2017 6:15:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SO TRUE..... Like people drinking tea while bombs are falling all around us.
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM
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The Nobel Prize has become a Booby Prize!! Shameful that they have made it into a "Booby Prize"!!!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More like corrupted or perverted. Now more can see the irony of giving Peace prizes and other awards for promoting genocide.

This is the opposite/inverse of what Nobel had in mind when he started this annual award.
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poplegendpop
Joined On 2/13/2012 3:18:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a DoD, Darpa bioweapon. Giving them the beneFt of the doubt, incompetance rather than malice, in chopping up the plasma

DNA, I can't agree with. They knew exactly what they were doing. I'm pretty sure the good doctor does not believe incompetance but is

wisely hedgeing his comments. Test the vaxxed and let the science speak.
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM
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The only purpose of any vaccination is to destroy your body's healthy functions. All vaccinations contain poisons that are not what

your body needs. That is so you become dependent upon the treacherous health care system and therefore become a lifetime paying

member without much in the way of gaining better health or a longer life. Just so happens that with the decree by the elitist

state-of-stupidity that 90% of the world's population be murdered, they invented mRNA death injections. You are either murdered

rather soon or become severely inured and therefore dependent upon the bamboozled and ba�ed medical experts who were clueless

from day one after they got their silly degrees.
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Goes to show covid was nothing but hyped up to be everything and now the jabbed are contaminated for generations they will suffer

and their children will suffer how bloody thoughtless of them however i do acknowledge that the goverments and health industries had

planned the event very well very few of us saw it coming but now there is no excuse to take a jab or booster except your ignorence,

now all the free peoples of the world should get together and take down these vile institutions love to all.
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johnpage.... their children will not suffer this same fate, those who took the jab are now sterile. My niece, who got pregnant the

Frst day she went off birth control and got married, got the jab while 6 months pregnant, she became bed ridden in the hospital

for 3 weeks, then gave early birth, kid has suffered strange abnormalities, but is basically okay. However, she has been trying to

get pregnant again now for over 2 & 1/2 years and cannot.  Yes, the DOD, who made the jabs and the FDA, NIH and various

others, need to be taken down and put away.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If some ones DNA has been altered, and their current DNA after a jab, has bits of DNA in it that have been copyrighted, could that

mean that the copyright 'holder' will 'Own' a part of that body, if not all of it??? Would a court uphold such a claim from a pharma co.?

Monsanto tried to sue (don't know if they succeeded?) a farmer who's non GM crop had cross pollinated with GM pollen from a near by

farm for using 'their copyrighted seed'! If it weren't utterly horrifying and true it would be hilarious comedy material!
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NurseKaren45
Joined On 6/10/2017 6:15:20 PM
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Monsatan DID WIN when they sued the Canadian farmer. SHAME on the "justice" system. That farmer's Feld was contaminated

when another farmer's seeds blew out of his truck due to a ripped or loose uap. I watched a documentary about it years ago. SO

AWFULLY SAD.
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DebraC043
Joined On 1/25/2019 7:47:03 PM
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Several - about 12 years ago, I CURED my skin problems (psoriasis AND my alopecia, my hair was falling out in round patches and I

was a mess. I went on the SCD (SpeciFc Carbohydrate Diet). I followed it to a "T" and within a year, I was totally HEALED! It has been

over 2 years since I was talked into getting the 1st PFzer covid shot. My psoriasis and alopecia are BACK with a vengeance ! ! ! PLUS

we got the covid ANYWAY! ! ! We were pretty much out of it, for a week, and I had a hacking cough for about 2 weeks, and then, I got

better. I did NOT die, like they were telling us could happen! That shot is a menace straight from hell! I know I don't have to urge many

of you reading this, to NOT take that shot, but, if I can save just one person from going through what I am, right now. I will be happy!
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Debra could you elaborate or a link on the SCD? I have had psoriasis for 50+ years and have tried lots of things but no success.
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Joy1
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@rrealrose, Thank you for the link. I agree with Dr. Lindsay. From all I’ve read on the subject she is much more knowledgeable about

these “vaccines” and how they were created. Not to take anything away from Dr Buckhaults but she goes many steps ahead with her

research on the subject. I believe it was Dr Chris Shoemaker or one of his colleagues who called these shots, a military counter

measure. Sounds far fetched but it’s beginning to point in that direction.
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rightsidesup
Joined On 9/10/2023 8:45:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember when the Frst round of shots came out..? A pharmacist threw away the lot he got because he thought it would change your

DNA’. He went to jail for that and just got out recently. This whole thing has damaged so many people!
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NurseKaren45
Joined On 6/10/2017 6:15:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I remember that story. I had so much respect for him when I heard what he did. I understand his passion. In the end, he probably

didn't save any stupid people, but I still respect him for being true to his convictions. Wonder what he will do now that he is out

of jail.
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traderjoe9
Joined On 2/25/2013 7:46:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for these two brilliant interviews. We don't get this information from the MSM, the olcial doublespeak organ of

corporate lies.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The MSM, mainly in the USA as leads in the Trusted News Initiative , must me busted up as an illegal info monopoly and racket.

NOTHING the great Mecola writes will change anything in America unless this happens. Need evidence? Just look at the data

and science that is fact checked by the liars. Here is the evidence.

worldyturnings.wordpress.com/2021/10/10/shots-have-been-Fred-2/
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems that it would be advisable for those who took the suicide shot to abstain from having children. In the face of declining

populations and an aging work force in so many countries, it seems a disaster is baked into the cake even if the vaxxed do not

procreate.
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cal2514
Joined On 3/1/2018 4:19:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The damage has been done. Blood transfusions, infusions, shedding, no one is safe. I did not receive the C-19 vaccine but noticed

problems after a whole blood infusion for my platelet disorder. Symptoms started pretty quickly and within three months my healthy

heart experienced a Takotsubo event. Symptoms continued worsening until I reached out to Dr. K for a prescription of ivermectin.

 Within 24 hours my brain fog cleared, my EKG improved, and I no longer felt suicidal. There are a lot of us out there who are in real

trouble. I suspect millions apon millions are truly in crisis.
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churchlanefarm
Joined On 4/8/2010 7:08:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Politicians and health bureaucrats have clearly opened Pandora’s Box when they compelled the use of these experimental Covid

injections/vaccines. A phenomenon not unfamiliar with the vaccine, drug and bioengineering industries Indeed, as Kevin McKernan

pointed out in the interview, “The ethical decay that has occurred in the last Fve years in the biomedical community is absolutely

astonishing Also worth noting is where he discusses the use of E.coli in the manufacturing of the covid vaccine and its resulting

endotoxins that are present in the injections. The mRNA in these injections struck me early on as having retroviral qualities if I were to

hazard a guess, the enzyme reverse transcriptase, which deFnes a retrovirus such as SV-40 (simian virus 40) is likely the SV-40

promoter that they are using in the Covid injection in order to facilitate transfection.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THE BOX was already open, public health was going downhill for the past 25 to 30 years ever since Dr Fauci started corrupting

"science" and was killing people outright. All he got in return was a higher salary and numerous awards! People have had

blinders on for the past 30 years or more! Now the curtain is lifted, some STILL CANNOT SEE the brainwashing and massive

propaganda involved in pushing shots on populations,
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent as per usual. While it appears that some GMO producing ingredients are incorporated in the depop jab, is it not possible that

DNA fragments may be introduced simply from people accidentally from the mfg and QC (ha) process?
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HilltopJPJ
Joined On 12/1/2022 7:11:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“”This was the FDA’s response: "The mRNA COVID-19 vaccines authorized or approved for use in the United States are not deFned as a

gene therapy. The FDA is conFdent in the quality, safety, and effectiveness of these vaccines. The agency’s beneFt-risk assessment

and ongoing safety surveillance demonstrates that the beneFts of their use outweigh their risks."” This sort of thing really brings up

anger in me! That is an absolute non answer! They could have just said no, we are not going to change anything and we don’t care

what the evidence is; that at least would have been an answer. I’ve been waking up for a while now, but covid was the Fnal fullness of

my absolute distrust of authority. Nothing (in this world) can restore it now.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WE don't care to play their word games, their deFnition was rewritten by them! Just like the WHO decided to exempt themselves

from all legal recourse. Its their frikin' word game, suggest pointing out their tyranny when they are supposed to be protecting

"the people" - no doubt their top brass will soon resign and get out of the fray.
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pttrubel
Joined On 8/15/2021 10:27:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now that what we feared has been shown what will be done about it? Media continues to cover for the criminals. Doctors continue to

stay silent! Regular folks will not believe any of this unless the MSM and/or their doctor tells them the truth.
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jce60562
Joined On 1/23/2022 11:51:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Department of Defense ran the contracts for big Pharma and the criteria for the selection of their chosen medical intervention

was: not in development; no clinical trials so, no safety nor elcacy. It is their game their rules and contagion must be managed and

this is their chosen methodology. The alternative was their global public health policy of disinfection of mucous membranes. That

domestic US and WHO global health disinfection protocol(s), which had been implemented to manage contagion for decades,

purposefully had been left out or scrubbed out of the collective medical memory. Contagion management is the continuous DOD war

economy at work.
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animalsbigandsmall
Joined On 4/27/2020 2:16:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I encourage others to read Dr. Ana Maria Mihalcea’s Fndings (via Substack) on the blood of both the jabbed and the unjabbed. Until we

Fnd an antidote, keep your frequency high; the nefarious group that created the bioweapons feed off of humanity’s fear and anguish.
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Hanmer
Joined On 7/30/2010 4:25:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.facebook.com/watch  THE X Fles from 20 years ago tell you all about it
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

oh really?
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Bjeans.scott
Joined On 3/24/2020 9:22:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dordee, Exactly what does your comment here mean? You don't believe the information? If you don’t, when will you believe? Maybe

when you're enslaved or dead?
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smiller352
Joined On 4/2/2012 11:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Think about all the animals that got the shot...If they were true, I recall news articles about zoo animals being given covid jabs and

some effort was made toward some type of inoculating wild populations of deer, etc.
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bahmi0
Joined On 8/13/2010 8:00:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"we believe administration of the vaccines was done in good faith"........
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A recent report by Dr. Denis Rancourt, for the Southern

Hemisphere....denisrancourt.substack.com/p/covid-19-vaccine-associated-mortality
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What does everyone think about the FEMA emergency alert for tomorrow. I think something weird is going on
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Brenda, Maui wildFre siren controversy appears to prompt FEMA, FCC to conduct emergency alert test After emergency

warning sirens on Maui failed to alert residents to approaching wildFres on August 8, FEMA and the FCC decided to test the

effectiveness of making emergency alerts. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC) will conduct a nationwide emergency alert test on October 4 in collaboration with all

television, radio and cell phone companies to ensure that the alert system remains a reliable means. warning about a wide

range of emergencies.

A public announcement said: "This is a nationwide test of the Emergency Alert System, issued by the Federal Emergency

Management Agency, covering the US from 2:20 pm to 2:50 pm ET. "This is just a test. No action is required by the public." The

nationwide test will be conducted simultaneously in all time zones in the United States. The test is scheduled to last

approximately one minute and will be broadcast over different channels, including radio and television stations, cable systems,

satellite radio and television providers, and cable video providers.

The message will be transmitted in both English and Spanish, depending on the device's language settings. Additionally,

authorities are telling people to anticipate a uurry of news and warnings ahead of the test to avoid panic. FEMA and the FCC are

working closely with wireless service providers, broadcasters, emergency managers and other stakeholders to ensure the public

is well informed about the upcoming test. The FCC said the test will be moved to Oct. 11 if widespread severe weather or other

major events occur on Oct. 4. eu.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2023/08/26/huge-us-fema-cell-phone-t..
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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Gui I’m going to unplug the tv and stereo. I’m going to turn off my phone and put it in a faraday bag. It’s just terrible what

happened in Hawaii. I believe it was on purpose so they could take people’s land away. The United States is a criminal

organization
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Also: Hurricanes and tropical storms have been hitting Florida and other nearby states and islands since the beginning of time,

but are all of these major weather events really natural? According to State of the Nation, the three most recent hurricanes to

ravage Florida were “geoengineered superstorms to inuict maximum damage on a speciFc coastline.” Whether intentional to

cause damage or simply an experiment to see how their newfangled weather weapons work, Florida's most recent storms

appear to be military operations "using different techniques and/or increasing power as a barbaric test for both the environment

environment as well as for the people". The State of the Union is conFdent in stating this because each of the last three major

hurricanes to hit Florida show “the hallmarks of a manufactured Frankenstorm that obviously heads and intensiFes at just the

right time to catch victimized communities completely off guard.” . stateofthenation.co
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tallulah3
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I think that’s what happened nearly three years ago when Texas had that terrible winter storm. It got down to zero and that’s very

unnatural for north Texas. I think they made it happen
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The combination of government negligence and the immediate corporate response to the wildFre on the Hawaiian island of

Maui that virtually leveled the city of Lahaina strongly suggests that the Fre is being used as a pretext to turn the site into a

“smart city.” A smart city a term sometimes used interchangeably with “15-minute city” is a modern and technologically

advanced municipality in which municipal services such as tralc control, energy distribution, public services, etc. are managed,

at least to some extent. of water, waste collection and even elections. measured, in an automated and “intelligent” way. This can

be done through sensors, smart connected devices, communication technologies and artiFcial intelligence The theory arises

from a post that commented on a video analyzing the damage caused to Lahaina.

This post noted how, in January, a technology conference held on Maui (the Hawaii International Conference on Systems

Sciences) focused almost exclusively on ways to turn the entire island “into a fully intelligent island.” This transformation would

involve changing the island's entire electrical grid to one that relies on renewable energy and "pushing everyone toward electric

vehicles." www.securityweek.com/smart-cities-utopian-dream-security-nightmare-or-..

 www.brighteon.com/e4f94695-8932-46d5-80bc-7603913d9920

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/3/2023 7:21:31 AM
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tallulah3
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I think it’s terrible that they’re turning that beautiful island into a prison. That’s basically what it will be
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In regards to the "test", see the movie Halloween III.
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rrealrose
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An important Todd Callender interview was posted last night: "The Disturbing Connection Between the October 4th EBS & the

CCP — Todd Callender Interview" - - www.bitchute.com/.../oZnfdqtXDZdy
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realrose thank you for the link
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- Geoengineering issuesoutline.org  - Engineering WildFres www.geoengineeringwatch.org/.../engineering-wildFres  - Creating

Storms www.geoengineeringwatch.org/.../storms
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YES, why are they alerting us to it? To promote fear? Or worse?
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There was an emergency alert during the Trump presidency as well. I wasn’t sure what to make of it then, deFnitely don’t trust it

now. My phone will be off.
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What Fema alert? Please elaborate
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Not only will my phone be off (battery removed) and some things unplugged, I will also be turning off the main breaker to the

house. Call me crazy, but I will err on the side of caution AS I ALWAYS DO when it comes to government BS and big pharma and

the WEF, etc...
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Is this when Marburg or Ebola or whatever is released in the vaxed (or all of us as well since we breathe air and eat food that is

contaminated)?
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I heard a few people the other day talking about getting their boosters. They were looking forward to it. I just don’t get it. I wanted to

say if the vaxx worked, you wouldn’t need a booster and that people are dying every day from it
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I know it, I see the same thing. I think it is because the main stream media is covering for the evil and not informing the people

about the deaths, injury's, turbo cancers, etc., that are the result from the poison pokes. They only promote it as how great it is. I

believe people that did not want to be a cooFd pin cushion are being discriminated against too. I saw that this weekend at the

hospital. A person I know was in intensive care and the doctors wanted to move this person to a rehab center. They gave 6

centers to choose from and two of the centers came highly recommended over the others.

All six said they had room and could take this person. We choose the one that was most highly recommended. It was all set up.

Then a nurse came in the room and asked if this person had their cooFd booster.? We said NO, Please do not give that to the

person. , A little later the social worker came back into the room and the two more highly recommended centers no longer could

take the person. The lady just gave a fake smile and said I'm sorry, sometimes these things just happen.
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Tallulah3, there's no way to reason with the brainwashed sheeple.
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I don't know cos I didn't have it, but can the shedding (from others) affect my DNA. God I hope not. I do keep away if I know a friend is

just jabbed, but impossible in normal life to avoid it all
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the why of the matter ( pun not intended) so we know they be destroying and transforming buy why ... to begin to understand this you

need to understand their religion as in their beliefs ( i cant go into what the fundermentals of their belief structure here because i

simply can not cram it into a post ) the why ... its in their phrase "as above, so below" not to be confused with verses in the bible you

see they believe that they can achieve imortality via the natural/alchemy or said in another way they believe it is by the tree of

knowledge of good and evil as in the uniting of the pollar opposites as to what then comes out from between these two which

trancends them or brings about the astral realm and this their holy grail as in the philosophers stone ( green tablet ) speaks to and if

you do an intensive study of all their symbolisms you will see this as clear as day .. thing is they be barking up the wrong tree ( pun

intended ) but to explain this i would have to explain mirror symmetry and being a person who studies lots and writes little i have not

the will ...
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There’s no constitutional authority for existence of many federal agencies including FDA, CDC, NIH, USDA, Energy, Education, etc.

Health concerns are not one of the enumerated powers the States granted to the federal government when they created it. Thirty

Enumerated Powers tenthamendmentcenter.com/historical-documents/united-states-constituti..  Why do people listen to anything the

federal govt. says about health issues? Because they don't understand WHO THEY ARE as AMERICANS.  MUST WATCH: TO

UNDERSTAND THE U.S. CONSTITUTION AND HOW THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS FAILED TO FOLLOW IT: KRISANNE HALL ON

C-SPAN: SOVEREIGN DUTY www.c-span.org/video  FREE CITIZENS RULE BOOK: famguardian.org/.../rulebook.htm  

READ: The Declaration of Independence and see that nothing is new under the Sun. Study the Bill of Rights. Read Saving The

Constitution by Richard Proctor. The Bill of Rights: Amendment IX - The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be

construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people. Amendment X - The powers not delegated to the United States by the

Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.
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The federal government needs to be put back inside the Constitution. The States and the People need to just say no to D.C. - the

District of Criminals. The States need to stop taking bribes from D.C. Despite some of the good he did primarily exposing fake

news, Trump basically canceled out all that good with the unconstitutional lock downs and by Fnancially incentivizing medical

malpractice with billions to the states. Like most presidents for decades, both Trump and Biden have acted as kings, issuing

dictates, thus showing contempt for the Constitution. And of course Congress thinks everything must be a federal issue. Strings

are always attached to federal funding.
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What's with this sch1191 Fction? Please note the currently exaggerated number of deaths this person attributes to the shots in the

direct quote below: "Our records 6 days ago are known to me in this respect, and they amount to 8,314,088 Earth-humans who have

died of the Corona virus, very many of whom have succumbed to death as a result of unsuitable vaccines." Is this individual trying to

drum up paying readers for their Fction offered at another site, or to make Mercola readers and commenters look like fools? Why is

this posted here?
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??? You're comment is interesting but hard to follow. What are you suggesting?
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Thursday, 11th August 2022 Contact Report 816 Quetzal: This is also proven in the case of the Corona epidemic, which is 'fought' with

means, lies and empty promises that cause many deaths.  Also the number of deaths due to the Corona virus is set so much lower

than what corresponds to the truth as a result of lies.  Our records 6 days ago are known to me in this respect, and they amount to

8,314,088 Earth-humans who have died of the Corona virus, very many of whom have succumbed to death as a result of unsuitable

vaccines.  Also, it should be mentioned, our research has shown that various of the Corona vaccines attack the DNA and also cause

various types of cancer, as well as damage the nervous system and impair and damage the brain in its functions.

www.futureofmankind.co.uk/.../Contact_Report_816  www.futureofmankind.co.uk/w/index.php?search=Vaccine&title=Special..
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the real number like this? : zenodo.org/.../8312871
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